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The purpose of this report is to cover the procedure of creating and explaining how to use a tool kit that
allows the haptic Application Programming Interface (API) H3D from SenseGraphics to be used in
conjunction with an advanced physics simulator from Meqon. Both haptic applications and physics
engines have developed rapidly the last couple of years but they are rarely used together. If such a
connection would be created it would be possible to interact with complex environments in a new way
and a variety of haptic applications can be produced. 
The physics engine from Meqon has gained recognition for its abilities to produce realistic results due to
efficient implementation of collision detection system, friction models and collision handling, among
other things. H3D is a completely open source API that is based on standards such as OpenGL and X3D.
H3D consists of a data base containing nodes, an XML parser to extract a scene graph from the data
base and functionality to produce a graphic and haptic interface.
The tool kit produced in this thesis is an extension to H3D. A fundamental function of the tool kit is to
communicate with the Meqon system and still be a part of the H3D structure. The Meqon system has a
modular structure where each module has its own abilities. Only the rigid body module is utilised by the
tool kit, which however is the most important module. It is possible to define global settings of the
engine and rigid body module, add rigid bodies with several elements and insert constraints on the
motion of the rigid bodies into the engine. All of these operations are done from the X3D file format that
H3D uses, thus letting all functionality of the H3D system available. 
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Summary
The purpose of this report is to cover the procedure of creating and explaining 
how to use a tool kit that allows the haptic Application Programming Interface 
(API) H3D from SenseGraphics to be used in conjunction with an advanced 
physics simulator from Meqon. Both haptic applications and physics engines 
have developed rapidly the last couple of years but they are rarely used together. 
If such a connection would be created it would be possible to interact with 
complex environments in a new way and a variety of haptic applications can be 
produced. 

The physics engine from Meqon has gained recognition for its abilities to produce 
realistic results due to efficient implementation of collision detection system, 
friction models and collision handling, among other things. H3D is a completely 
open source API that is based on standards such as OpenGL and X3D. H3D 
consists of a data base containing nodes, an XML parser to extract a scene graph 
from the data base and functionality to produce a graphic and haptic interface.

The tool kit produced in this thesis is an extension to H3D. A fundamental 
function of the tool kit is to communicate with the Meqon system and still be 
a part of the H3D structure. The Meqon system has a modular structure where 
each module has its own abilities. Only the rigid body module is utilised by the 
tool kit, which however is the most important module. It is possible to define 
global settings of the engine and rigid body module, add rigid bodies with several 
elements and insert constraints on the motion of the rigid bodies into the engine. 
All of these operations are done from the X3D file format that H3D uses, thus 
letting all functionality of the H3D system available. 
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1.  Introduction
Virtual reality (VR) systems are used to extend the basic human-computer 
interface to stimulate supplementary senses to our visual sense. A complete VR 
system stimulates all senses at once. More commonly, systems stimulating a 
subset of all senses are used. Different techniques are used for the different 
senses. This report will deal with a technique used to stimulate our sense of touch 
called haptic.interaction. If you were to look up the meaning of the word haptic 
you would find that it is the adjective that describes how we relate to the sense 
of touch. The word haptic is related to the Greek word haptikos, in turn related 
to haptesthai which means to.touch or to.grasp [1]. The basic idea of the system 
used in this thesis project is to let the user grip a pen shaped stylus which can be 
affected by a computer generated force, thus providing a form of stimulation to 
our tactile sense. 

API’s used to develop haptic applications, such as H3D from SenseGraphics, 
lack the ability to handle collision of objects. Furthermore, the haptic interaction 
with objects is limited to using a point or spherical proxy object. The proxy is 
the object controlled by the user via the stylus through which interaction with 
the virtual objects occur. Detection of collisions is an easy matter while handling 
collisions is a lot more complex. The objects need mass, inertia tensor, geometry, 
material properties and a mathematical core to simulate the collisions. All these 
properties are featured in rigid body simulation software, more commonly known 
as a physics.engine. An engine is often used to bring life and dynamics into 
virtual environments. There are a number of advanced physics engines available 
on the market today. If the matter of handling collision of objects is resolved in 
conjunction with haptic rendering, it is possible to create a whole new range of 
interesting applications. It will also be possible to let the proxy object have an 
arbitrary shape. This provides the possibility of using new tools, such as screw 
drivers, keys, paddles, etc. to interact with the objects in the scene.

1.1.  Purpose

The main task of this thesis is investigate if haptic interaction can be used in 
combination with rigid body simulation. This report describes how to connect 
an API for haptic applications with an advanced physics simulator, the results 
and how to use the final product. 

1.2.  Method and sources

Predefined conditions for this thesis project specify the use of H3D API and 
Meqon. This limits the number of available sources to the software packages, 
their documentation and any dependencies the software packages might have. 
Meqon is intentionally created not to have any dependencies while H3D have 
quite a few. The conditions also specify what is intended to be accomplished 
which also somewhat outlines the methodology. It is first of all necessary to get 
familiarised with the two software packages and how to use each one by itself. 
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By studying and understanding these two programs, with a clear idea of what 
is desired to accomplish, a tool kit extending the H3D API has been created. 
The objective with the tool kit is to add the ability use rigid body simulation in 
conjunction with haptic feedback. Without the aid of professional support from 
both SenseGraphics and Meqon the tool kit would never have been completed. 
In order to take on this assignment one had to be familiar with the software 
mentioned above, how a scene.graph works, rigid.body.simulation, linear.
algebra.and C++.programming.

Several papers and books have been published about both rigid body simulation 
and haptics. However, the use of these two techniques in conjunction has not 
got much attention. Related work in form of scientific papers has been studied 
[2][3][4][5][6]. The main focus has been on studying and understanding the 
software. 

Throughout this thesis the following typographical convention is used to denote 
code: exampleCode. Italic font is used to emphasise important words and 
phrases: example.

1.3.  Demarcations

Other software packages than H3D and Meqon may have been possible to use, 
but no other software has been considered.

The Meqon framework consists of many modules. Since the intention with this 
thesis is to be able to use an API for haptic programs in conjunction with rigid 
body simulation, only the Rigid.Body.Module is of interest. The other modules 
are not used at all. 

1.3.  Structure

This report will start off by briefly commenting the prerequisite knowledge 
needed. It will then describe the software packages from Meqon and 
SenseGraphics. After that a deeper explanation of the problem at hand will be 
given and how the work has progressed. A full description of the final program 
and all of its nodes and functions is provided in section 5. A final discussion will 
conclude the report part, with references and an appendices at the very end. 

1.4.  Prerequisite knowledge

1.4.1.  Mathematics

Knowledge in linear.algebra is vital for understanding how to create and position 
objects in a virtual environment. Matrix and vector.operations are used frequently. 
The most important of all matrices is the four-by-four transformation.matrix. It 
is used to transform coordinates from one coordinate system into another [7].
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1.4.2.  Physics

Since Meqon has done an excellent physics engine, it takes care of all calculations. 
However, to fully appreciate this thesis and utilise the accompanying software, 
it is vital to have a basic understanding of the motion.of.rigid.bodies, how forces 
affect them during collisions, frictional.properties of surfaces etc.

1.4.3  Scene graph

The scene.graph is the fundament on which H3D is built. The tool kit developed 
for this thesis is an extension to H3D, thus also based on a scene graph structure. 
It is therefore needed to know what a scene graph is, how it is traversed and how 
information may be sent around the scene graph through routing between fields 
[8].

1.4.4  XML

XML is an abbreviation for Extensible.Mark-up.Language and is a widely used 
standard for creating structured documents. Since it is possible to define your 
own set of tags, attributes and rules of relationship it is possible to create your 
own document design in an XML based format. X3D is such a standard and since 
X3D is a vital part of this thesis it is important to know how XML works [9].

1.4.5.  X3D and VRML

X3D is the ISO standard for real time 3D graphics, the successor to Virtual.
Reality.Modelling.Language.(VRML). X3D features the ability to encode a scene 
using XML syntax as well as the syntax of VRML. The reader of this thesis is 
strongly suggested to be familiar with X3D since it is one of the corner stones 
of H3D, thus also of the tool kit produced in the thesis project [10].

1.4.6.  C++

There are two levels of requirements of knowledge in C++. The novice user does 
not need to posses any skills in this area since he is not likely to have anything 
to do with it. He will only create scenes in X3D and execute them with the 
finalised program. The more advanced user who wants to understand the code 
and perhaps include additional functionality must have a deeper knowledge in 
C++ programming. The tool kit is based on the H3D API, which is a big file 
cluster and class structure with many levels of inheritance and is quite complex,.
It is completely created in C++.  
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2.  Meqon SDK
Meqon is a Software.Development.Kit.(SDK) developed by a company with the 
same name. The company Meqon was started a couple of years ago by three 
former students from the Master of engineering in media technology program at 
the University of Linköping. They have developed a framework for calculating 
the translation and interaction between objects by physical simulation. This is 
commonly known as a physics engine. The program primarily aims at suiting 
game development companies who want to include realistic physics simulations 
in their applications. Research and industry companies may also find it useful, 
as will anyone who has need for an advanced physics simulator. It acts as a 
middleware in a much larger application where the main application is responsible 
for the graphic rendering, human interaction, logics, sound etc. The program is 
created as a Dynamically.Linked.Library.(dll) with an object oriented structure 
in the C++ programming language. This configuration allows it to be used in 
combination with one or more external programs, as just described. Because 
great importance is attached to performance the natural choice of programming 
language is C++. The program is not dependent on any standard libraries and 
compiles and runs on any platform. 

When installing the SDK everything works neatly. Along with several examples 
that demonstrate different functionality a visual.remote.debugger.is installed. 
With this tool you are able to see how scenes are set up in the engine. Sometimes 
bugs make them not look the same in the engine as in your application and then 
this is a most handy tool. An excellent documentation is also included. The 
following sections of this chapter are a summary of the most essential functions 
of the SDK. For more extensive explanations of the functionality the reader 
is referred to the Developers Guide [11]. The excellent documentation allows 
persons with only modest knowledge in C++ programming to use the SDK and 
develop advanced applications. 

2.1.  Interaction framework

2.1.1.  Interactions

There are two different types of interactions, volatile and persistent. Volatile 
interactions occur when two objects collide, are stacked upon each other or have 
any other unrestricted contact. Persistent interactions are continuous and often 
constrain the motion of the bodies. Joints, limits and motors are examples of 
persistent interactions. 

2.1.2.  Interaction Layers

Every rigid body can be part of one or more interaction.layers. By default all 
bodies are part of interaction layer 1. There are a total of 32 layers and it is 
possible to set up rules which define how bodies from different layers may 
interact with each other. For example, suppose we want to allow unrestricted  
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movement of some objects in our scene. All objects of this type are placed in 
a separate layer, for instance 3. Then the blockInteractionLayer function 
with layer (3 3) is specified. This means that objects in layer 3 can not interact 
with objects in layer 3, which is the same layer. By default objects can not 
interact with objects in other layers letting objects in layer 3 move around the 
scene without restrictions, as desired.

2.1.3.  Engine and items

The engine is the heart of the program. It keeps track of all items used in the 
application. The item.class is the super class of most classes used in the SDK. 
The class contains functionality for type identification. Everything that can be 
inserted into the engine is called an item. All modules are inserted into the engine 
and are thus items. The entities.class is derived from this super class. Everything 
that shall be simulated is an entity; such as a rigid body, particle systems or force 
fields. In a world with thousands of objects there must be some way to keep those 
objects that shall be simulated from those who shall not. Therefore an entity can 
be either active or inactive where only the active ones are simulated. 

Some entities are bounded. Their spatial extension is limited and may contain 
one or more elements. Every element occupies a certain volume in space and is 
represented by a corresponding geometry. A set of connected bounded elements 
is called a rigid.body. 

2.2.  Modules in the framework

Meqon is a framework consisting of a number of modules. Each module has its 
own specific properties. It is also possible to create your own modules to be used 
parallel to the existing ones for users with special needs. The use of modules 
makes it possible to separate objects of different nature and to give structure 
to large and complex scenes. The interaction of objects depends on the type of 
objects that are currently active. The framework consists of several modules 
where only the Rigid.Body.Module is of direct interest to this report. Other 
modules are only briefly mentioned for orientation and information purposes. 
These modules are: 

• Rigid Body Module
• Sensor Module
• Shape Cast Module
• Character Module
• Vehicle Module
• Reader Module
• Serialize Module
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2.2.1.  Sensor Module

The sensor module works, as the name implies, as a sensor. It senses and report 
events if an object enters or leaves the area of the sensor. There are three types 
of sensors: box, line and sphere sensor. This feature can be very useful when 
controlling the logics of an application, i.e. games. A sensor always has geometry 
but can never affect any object. 

2.2.2.  Shape Cast Module

This module is used to see how far it is possible to translate an object along a 
straight line until it gets in contact with another object. It can be used in a variety 
of situations, i.e. when you want to know how far behind a player you can place 
a camera without it being obstructed by an object.

2.2.3.  Character Module

Imagine a rag doll with a head, arms and legs. Give this rag doll a skeleton and 
muscles, define a number of constraints on how it shall behave and respond to 
commands. This is a very schematic description of how this module works but 
it is a very powerful tool to simulate biped characters. 

2.2.4.  Vehicle Module

With this module it is possible to simulate vehicles. The vehicle can have many 
parts of a real vehicle such as engine, gear box, suspension etc. One can define 
if a vehicle shall have two or four wheel drive, the strength of the engine and 
suspension etc. The vehicle can have any geometric appearance since geometry 
is completely detached from function. 

2.2.5.  Reader Module

Meqon have created their own XML definition to easily create and save scenes. 
The tags have to a large extent the same name as the classes in the SDK which 
makes it easy write your own or edit scenes created with the enclosed 3D Studio 
Max or Alias Maya plug-in. 

2.2.6.  Serialize Module

This module is similar in its usability to the reader module. It is used to read and 
save scenes. The difference is that the scenes are saved in a completely different 
format which is no longer readable by humans. However, it is very fast to load 
into the memory of the computer since no preprocessing is needed. As a creator 
of an application one is faced with the choice of readability vs. speed. During 
development the XML-based format may be preferable while upon the release 
of an application this serialized format might be better.
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2.3.  Rigid Body Module

This module is used to simulate the translation and interaction between rigid 
bodies. It is a widely used technique to bring life and dynamics into virtual 
environments. The bodies are not.deformable, that is they will never change 
their geometric appearance. Instead it is possible to connect bodies with joints. 
This gives the possibility to create complex and articulated structures. There is 
no restriction of how many joints or bodies you can have in one structure or how 
many bodies you can have in one scene. This module a very useful tool to create 
and simulate complex systems of rigid bodies and scenes. 

2.3.1.  Frame

A Frame consists of a 3D point and a three-by-three orientation matrix. The 
most important use of the Frame is to be able to transform points and vectors 
to and from different coordinate systems. A Frame shall not be mixed up with 
the four-by-four transformation.matrix. Their purposes are very much the same 
but the frame does not support scaling. Meqon chose to use this type of notation 
instead of a transformation matrix because of the enhanced performance frames 
give. Every simulation step the inverse transform has to be calculated. For the 
orientation matrix this is cheap, the inverse is the same as the transpose but for 
a transformation matrix calculating the inverse is a lot more expensive. Another 
reason for the use of frames is that the transformation matrix supports scaling, 
while the frame does not. Scaling is not possible in real time when dealing with 
rigid body simulation. 

Figure 1: A.Frame.consists.of.a.three.dimensional.point,.called.the.origin,.and.a.
three-by-three.rotation.matrix,.called.the.base..Together.they.constitute.the.Frame..
(Illustrations.from.[11].)

2.3.2.  Rigid Body 

Every rigid.body has one or more elements. Every element has one geometry 
and a material. It is possible to use several geometries and materials in the same 
body and create complex bodies with different materials. A rigid body can either 
be static or dynamic. A static body does not need mass or inertia tensor because 
it will never move while a dynamic body needs both. The inertia tensor can be 
computed automatically but the mass has to be set explicitly. 
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Figure 2: Illustration.showing.how.a.rigid body.is.built.up.by.several.elements.and.
how.each.element.has.its.own.geometry.and.material..(Illustration.from.[11].)

2.3.3.  Geometries and materials

An element needs a geometry. There are seven different types of geometry: 
• Sphere
• Convex polyhedron
• Height field
• Triangle mesh
• Box
• Custom triangle mesh

Each geometry introduces different strengths and limits. But, by combining 
different geometries in a single rigid body, it is possible to create articulated and 
complex structures.

Each element has a material. The material has three nominal properties: 
restitution, static and dynamic.friction. The restitution specifies how much of 
the kinetic energy is preserved in a collision. It has a zero to one range, zero 
means that all energy is lost from the body and one means that no energy is lost. 
The static friction tells how hard it is to get a rigid body moving and the dynamic 
friction tells how hard it is to keep that body sliding. 

All properties are nominal since the final values are dependent on the interaction 
of two materials. The final friction is achieved by multiplying the two nominal 
components and the final restitution is calculated by addition. 

2.3.4.  The motion of rigid bodies

The position of a rigid body is handled by the rigid body module. The user 
can affect a rigid body in many different ways. One can set the position and 
orientation of the rigid body explicitly and in a similar manner set the linear and 
angular velocities. However, setting these values explicitly is seldom desirable. 
Often it is more interesting to add either velocity or force to a rigid body. Setting 
these properties, both explicitly and through addition, is only valid during 
one time frame. After that the rigid body is again affected by the surrounding 
environment, such things as gravity and friction. 
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2.3.5.  Global settings

A rigid body is a bounded entity which takes up a certain volume in space. Two 
bounded entities are assumed to be in contact with each other if the distance 
between them is smaller than a predefined constant. This distance is called the 
collision.epsilon. The default value is 0.02 metres. 

To prevent bodies from keeping on moving forever and to simulate drag a 
damping.factor is used. This means that if the damping factor is set to 0.1 (the 
default value) 10% of the velocity of the rigid bodies will be lost every second. 
The damping factor is time step independent and can be set separately for linear 
and angular motion. 

A rigid body can either be active, in motion, or inactive, not moving. The point 
in time for deactivating a body is specified by the combination of two different 
values. These values are the deactivation threshold and the deactivation timer. If 
a rigid body moves less than the value specified in deactivation.threshold under 
a period of time specified by the deactivation.timer the object is deactivated. A 
body can become reactivated if is affected by a force at a later moment in time. 

The solver is the mathematical core of the rigid body module. Every time step it 
tries to solve a system of constraints on the active rigid bodies. This procedure of 
solving the system of constraints can be affected by the user by altering a couple 
of different settings. It is possible to choose from two friction.models: simple and 
complex. A simple model is often enough but the complex model produces very 
realistic result, although it consumes a bit more CPU power. The next setting is 
the constraint.tolerance. It specifies how much the solution may deviate from 
the optimal solution and is measured in m/s for linear constraints and in rad/s 
for angular. The third setting is error.reduction. It specifies how aggressivly 
the solver should try to reduce errors. A higher value leads to less joint errors 
and penetrations but may lead to unstable simulations. The final setting is the 
maximum.iterations variable. It specifies maximum amount of times the solver 
should try to iterate to solve a specific problem. If an acceptable solution is 
reached before the maximal amount of iterations is reached the solver moves on 
to the next problem.

2.3.6.  Constraints

Constraints is a way of affecting the motion of a rigid body. A constraint limits 
the motion of a body in one degree of freedom in relation to a point in space, a 
specific angle or another rigid body. A joint is a persistent interaction between 
two bodies, as is a motor and a limit. These constraints can be all from the very 
simplest to quite complex. It is possible to define your own constraints in addition 
to the ones included by default. The ones included are the most commonly used 
and several constraints can be used in combination. For a full description of the 
default constraints the reader is referred to section 5.4 of this report.
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3.  H3D API
An interface used to develop applications is called an API. H3D is an API to 
develop applications that produce both haptic and graphic.rendering. The API 
is based on a scene graph structure and is platform independent, yet dependent 
on other software to produce full functionality. The entire API is written in C++ 
and uses OpenGL for the graphical rendering and OpenHaptics for the haptic 
rendering. 

	 	

Figure 3: Three.different.setups.of.hardware.for.haptic.interactions..From.left.to.right:.
40” 3D-LIW, 3D-IW, 3D-MIW, all from SenseGraphics. The first is a 3D stereo projector 
based.immersive.workbench.[12]..The.second.is.a.desktop.sized.immersive.workbench.
currently.equipped.with.a.6.DOF.Spacemouse.from.3DConnexion.[13]..Finally,.a.mobile.
haptic.immersive.workbench.consisting.of.a.lap-top.computer.with.3D.visual.output.
and.Phantom.Omni.[14].

To produce rendering of three dimensional data in real time there are several 
different environments available on the market today. There are also a few 
different environments available to produce haptic rendering. The strength of 
H3D when compared with its peers is that it depends on recognized standards 
such as X3D and OpenGL. The fact that it is completely open source code does 
not make it less appealing. Hopefully most people who intend to use H3D are 
already familiar with most of the standards that the API depends on. This should 
make the it easy to get familiar with and use. Currently H3D is configured to 
run on Windows, Linux and Mac operating systems, but it can be ported to other 
environments if need be. 

H3D can be a very powerful tool if used correctly. It is therefore essential to 
know of the tools provided and how these work to fully utilize the API. First of 
all one must know how X3D works and how a scene is set up. To be able to set 
up routes within that scene in order to create interaction abilities between the 
user and the application python scripts can be used. Finally if need be there is the 
possibility to create your own nodes in C++ to further extend the functionality 
of the API [15][16]. 
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3.1.  Structure

3.1.1.  Fields

Fields are the most important building block of the whole API. From a schematic 
view they are data.containers that have the ability to store data and perform 
arbitrary tasks with the data. They also have the ability to be event.handlers. 
The fields are arranged in a network through which data is sent and handled by 
each field in turn. The connection between the fields is called routes and can be 
of different types: one-to-on, on-to-many or many-to-many. 

In H3D fields are updated with lazy.evaluation. Lazy evaluation means that a 
field updates its value when that field becomes traversed by the scene graph, not 
depending on if one or more values have been received through routes. I.e. a 
field, A, sends a value to field B. Field C then also sends a value to field B. The 
value of field B depends on when field B is updated. If it is updated after both 
values are sent the value from field A is ignored. 

To reduce the number of bugs in the network typing.of.the.data can be enforced. 
The default function of a field is simply to receive and forward the incoming 
value to all outgoing connections. Other field perform operations on the data or 
render objects when they updated.

3.1.2.  Nodes

Nodes are the traditional building blocks of a scene graph. Nodes have only one 
function in H3D, to be containers for fields for easier management. An entire 
application can be set up without the use of nodes but such an application would 
soon become very hard to survey as the application becomes more complex. 

Figure 4: The.complete.scene.graph.structure.for.a.continuously.animated.red.box.
moving.back.and.forth.on.the.screen..Routes.are.placed.from.Clock’s.fraction_changed.
to.CubePath’s.set_fraction.and.from.CubePath’s.value_changed.to.Cube’s.translation.
using.Python.scripts..The.example.is.taken.from.the.ReachIn.Manual.[8],.and.therefore.
the.notation.might.not.be.as.in.H3D..However.the.principles.are.applicable.one.H3D.
and.clearly.illustrates.the.scene.graph.structure.
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3.2.  Programming languages

3.2.1.  X3D

Scenes are created and loaded into H3D using the X3D format. X3D is an ISO 
standard for creating real time 3D computer graphic scenes. H3D contains an 
XML parser for all default X3D nodes. The parser also automatically supports 
other nodes defined by H3D for special abilities and nodes defined by the 
developer for his/her application. 

3.2.2.  C++

The entire API is written in C++. This is the obvious choice when rendering 
haptic algorithms or OpenGL functions. The strength of C++ is that it can be 
compiled into highly efficient code. The weakness is that it often takes a lot of 
time to debug and recompile. Generally, each node has its corresponding class 
in C++. 

3.2.3.  Python

The final tool in the H3D tool box is Python. Python is an interpreted language 
which means that it is not needed to compile the scripts in order to run them. 
This makes Python slower to run than C++ code but it is faster to use during the 
design phase since there is no need for compilations in the compile – test – debug 
cycle. Python is also useful when managing non time critical properties such as 
user interface behaviours. 

3.3.  Usage

When a scene is loaded into the program the X3D file is parsed by the built-in 
XML parser. A scene graph is automatically created when the X3D file is parsed. 
The scene graph consists of the corresponding nodes to those in the X3D file and 
the functionality of the nodes is extracted from the built-in data base of H3D. 
The scene graph is traversed to gather all of the information to be rendered both 
haptically and graphically. If all has gone well the graphical interface is shown to 
the user and it is possible to grip the haptic device and interact with the scene. 
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Figure 5: Illustration.of.the.loading.process..When.the.program.starts.it.loads.all.
libraries.needed.(1)..Some.of.these.libraries.contain.nodes.which.build.up.the.database.
(2). The X3D files are parsed (3) and the final scene graph is built up by extraction 
information.from.the.database.(4).

The temporal.sensitivity varies between the human senses. For a motion 
perceived by our tactile senses we need an update rate of about 500 - 800 Hz. 
Slower update rates are perceived as vibrations, or even shaking. In comparison, 
a motion perceived by the visual sense only need an update rate of about 40 - 50 
Hz. To produce a motion that feels continuous the haptic feedback is rendered 
at 1 kHz, meeting the requirements with an extra margin. The graphical output 
is rendered as often as possible without interfering with the haptic rendering, 
usually producing a frame rate that meets the minimum requirements. Any 
additional tasks, such as the rigid body simulation, are also computed as often 
as possible without interfering with the haptic rendering. To achieve this, the 
haptic rendering is run in a prioritised thread on the CPU, the graphic output is 
run in another thread at a much slower frame rate and any additional tasks may 
create threads as well.

The force affecting the user is updated at a frequency of 1 kHz. This fundamental 
condition puts great demands on the design of the system. It is not possible 
to traverse the entire scene graph at 1 kHz. Instead only the force affecting 
the user through the haptic device is calculated that often. This calculation can 
be done in many different ways. The common feature of all force feedback 
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calculations is that they have to add a force feedback effect to the traverseInfo 
object. The traverseInfo object is passed along the scene graph and it contains 
information about haptic devices, transformation matrices etc. The object is 
passed along from node to node every time the scene graph is traversed. Each 
node updates the object and that information is used to update the values form 
which the haptic feedback is calculated. In a similar manner the scene graph is 
traversed to gather information about the graphical output. Every other time the 
scene graph is traversed to collect information for the haptic output, every other 
for the graphical output.

3.4.  Node member functions

The base class of all nodes in the H3D scene graph is Node. This class contains 
functionality for traversing the scene graph which is inherited by all other 
nodes. As mentioned, the scene graph gets traversed separately to render things 
graphically and haptically, thus representing two separate functions. In addition 
to these two functions a function for initialisation purposes is used frequently. 
The names of these three functions are:

• initialize()
• render()
• traverseSG(TraverseInfo	&ti)

In addition to these functions every node may contain any number of special 
functions which perform specific tasks. For full coverage of all nodes and 
functions the reader is referred to [16].

3.4.1.  initialize()

This function is called once when the node is constructed. If there are tasks 
that need to be preformed once to set up something they are done here. Such an 
operation can be setting up the OpenGL window in which the program will be 
run or loading external dynamic libraries. 

In this project this function is used frequently to create the physics engine and 
all items that are inserted into the engine.

3.4.2.  render()

All operations regarding the graphical output are made in this function. This 
is seldom used in the tool kit because it utilises already existing nodes for the 
graphical objects. They in turn use this function. However it is one of the most 
important functions in the API and deserves to be mentioned.
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3.4.3.  traverseSG(TraverseInfo &ti)

When the scene graph is traversed in order to update the values in the 
TraverseInfo object is done, it is up to this function in every node to add 
information to the TraverseInfo object. As the heading for this section 
implies, the TraverseInfo object, ti, is the input argument. It already contains 
information which can be extracted and used as input for new calculations. The 
result is added to the ti object.

In the tool kit this function is used to extract the position of the objects that are 
simulated by the engine and update their corresponding transformation matrix 
in H3D. It is also used to call the simulate function for the physics engine, 
letting the simulation be progressed one time step every time the scene graph is 
traversed. 
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4.  Development 

4.1.  Assignment

Haptic application usually lack the possibility of collision handling. If that 
ability existed it would be possible to create many interesting applications. There 
are numerous advanced collision handlers available on the market today. The 
assignment was to create a bridge between the H3D API and the Meqon collision 
handler so that they can work in conjunction with each other. 

4.2.  General idea

The scenes that are used when viewed with H3D are in the X3D format. This 
hierarchic way of structuring scenes allows control of which nodes are allowed 
and their internal relationships. It also allows specifying the use of extra 
libraries. Such a library can include an addition to the original program with 
extra functionality. This is the basic idea of object oriented programming and the 
extension is a dynamically linked library. The library contains new nodes that 
can be used in combination with the original nodes. 

The general idea of this thesis is to create a scene in the X3D format and specify 
the use of an additional library in it, an extension to the main program. The 
extension is created and it consists of several new nodes. Each new node offers 
a new ability, each of which has its corresponding function in the Meqon engine. 
It is then up to these nodes to initialize the engine upon loading the scene, insert 
the objects and render their new positions both haptically and graphically after 
each simulation step. 

4.3.  Work progress

The development progress can be divided into four stages. The first stage involves 
setting up the two software packages in order to get them up and running stand 
alone and together. The goal with the second stage is to be able to simulate and 
render graphically a scene saved in the X3D format. Thirdly the possibility to 
use constraints is added to the functionality. Fourth, the haptic interaction is 
introduced and finally some examples are created to display the functionality of 
the tool kit. 

4.3.1.  Stage one – Setting up the software packages

As mentioned in chapter 2 Meqon provides a professional software development 
kit. Setting up the development environment is easy. With H3D it is a bit more 
difficult. Several environment variables have to be set and external dependencies 
have to be configured. Once both packages are configured, using them in 
conjunction only involves specifying include directories and libraries. 
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4.3.2.  Stage two - Simulating the scene

In order to be able to load and simulate a scene saved in the X3D file format with 
the default XML-parser included in H3D new nodes are needed. These nodes are 
created in a separate program as a dll file. This dll is to be used when the loading 
program is run and used in conjunction with the default functions of H3D.

To be able to render the simulated scene the program must perform the following 
steps:
• Initialise the Meqon physics engine
• Initialise the solver, the rigid body module and insert them into the engine
• Create all geometries and insert them into the engine with initial 

transformations
• Simulate repeated time steps
• Extract the simulated transformations of the geometries after each time step
• Use the updated transformations of the geometries in the scene graph
• Render the geometries at each time step

To achieve this, a couple of new nodes with different capabilities are needed. 
One node is responsible for creating the Meqon physics engine. Since the engine 
should only be initialised once only one node of this type should be allowed in 
the whole scene graph. H3D supports this type of behaviour in a base node type 
called Bindable nodes. These nodes can be of many types, i.e. Background or 
Viewport, but there can only be one node of each type bound (i.e. affect the users 
experience) at any instant in time. By creating a new bindable node the engine 
can safely be initialised and a solver and rigid body module inserted. The engine 
is initialised in the constructor of the bindable node. The fundamental function 
of this node is to create the engine and call the simulate function of the engine 
every time the node gets traversed. Because this node is a bindable node it is also 
possible to create a simple function that returns the pointer to the engine object 
without risking ambiguities. All other nodes who want to either insert or extract 
something from the engine utilise this functionality.

Next nodes are needed to create and insert objects into the engine. Because 
Meqon simulates rigid body objects which consist of a rigid body with one 
or more elements and corresponding geometries, the same setup is chosen 
for the nodes. One node corresponding to the rigid body object and one node 
corresponding to the element object is created. Special nodes for the geometries 
are not needed; the already existing geometry nodes in H3D are used. These 
geometry nodes already contain functionality for graphic and haptic rendering 
which means that if only the rigid body and element nodes are handled correctly 
the rendering is handled automatically by H3D. 

When the rigid body node is initialised the transformation applied to it becomes 
the initial Frame of the rigid body object in the engine. The same approach 
applies to the element node. Thus a rigid body object can be created in the engine 
and all element nodes that are children to a rigid body node become elements 
of the corresponding rigid body object. Each element node must also have a 
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geometry node as a child. The corresponding element object and geometry object 
is created in the engine. 

With this procedure it is possible to create a scene graph and all objects in the 
engine at the same time rigid bodies, elements and geometries. The scene now 
exists in two identical versions but as soon as the engine starts simulating the 
scene graph version becomes obsolete. The rigid body node is therefore equipped 
with the ability to look up its corresponding object in the engine and query for 
its Frame. The Frame is then converted into a transformation matrix and is used 
to update the transformation of the rigid body node. The transformation matrices 
of all elements that belong to the current rigid body also become updated. A 
transformation matrix of an element consists of the matrix of its parenting rigid 
body plus a static transformation. Since an element always contains a geometry 
node, the transformation matrix of the geometry node is inherited from the 
element. As mentioned, the geometry node contains functionality for rendering 
both graphically and haptically, providing a solution to the last point on the 
list.
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Figure 6: When an X3D-file is parsed and a scene graph is created (1) the Meqon 
engine.is.created.and.an.identical.scene.is.set.up.inside.the.engine.(2)..Upon.simulation.
the.scene.graph.becomes.obsolete.and.the.transformation.matrices.have.to.be.updated.
with.the.values.from.the.engine.(3)..The.cloud.shaped.Meqon.scene.is.meant.to.illustrate.
that.the.interactions.between.objects.are.volatile.

4.3.3.  Stage three – Using constraints

Constraints are used to control and limit the motion of rigid bodies in the 
simulation. This is a way to specify how two bodies can move in relation to each 
other. By combining several constraints it is possible to control the movement 
very thoroughly. This functionality is provided by creating specific nodes 
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dedicated to achieve this task. There are four different nodes, each corresponding 
to the different types of constraint available in the Meqon system; joint, limit, 
motor and spring-damper. Each node has fields for the names of the two bodies 
involved, the type of constraint and various fields for connection points and/or 
directions.

A common property of all constraints is that they must always be created after 
the two rigid bodies involved have been inserted into the engine. 

4.3.4.  Stage four – Introducing haptic interactions

The final stage in the software development procedure aimd to add the ability 
to interact with the objects in the scene via a haptic device. The basic idea is 
to create two rigid body objects; one with elements and one without. The two 
rigid bodies are connected through a spring-damper where the body without 
elements is controlled by the haptic device, thus ultimately by the person using 
the application. 

In a more detailed description the rigid bodies used are called the probe and 
the proxy. The proxy is the rigid body with elements and the probe the rigid 
body without. Since the probe object does not have any elements it can not 
interact with other objects in the scene. The proxy object must have elements 
and is thereby able to interact with other objects. Every time the scene graph 
gets traversed the position of the proxy gets updated, as described in stage two. 
Also, during the traversal the position and velocity of the probe object is set in 
the engine to the corresponding properties of the haptic device. Since it must 
be possible to simulate both objects they must have the mass and inertia tensor 
properties specified. It is desired that the probe is considerably heavier than the 
proxy because the proxy should follow the movement of the probe and not the 
other way around. By default the probe has a mass and an inertia tensor one 
hundred times as large as the proxy. The properties of the proxy are provided by 
the user. Finally the linear force vector fed back to the user is simply the distance 
vector between the probe and proxy object multiplied by a constant. Analogously, 
the angular force is the difference between the angles of the objects multiplied 
by a constant.

By using this setup it is possible to let a proxy object with arbitrary shape 
interact with a surface, providing extended functionality compared with previous 
abilities. Before, the proxy object could only be either a point or a spherical 
object interacting with a surface.
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4.4.  Difficulties

4.4.1.  Transformation matrix Vs. Frame – scaling

A transformation.matrix is a four-by-four matrix which includes all types of 
transformations: translation, rotation and scale. Several transformations can be 
multiplied together, stacking one transformation on the other, and saved in a 
single transformation matrix. This is an efficient way of saving transformation 
information and is widely used in computer graphics inter alia. Meqon, however, 
does not use this notation. They are dealing with physical simulation with masses, 
forces etc. and can not support scaling because these properties do not scale 
linearly. Instead they have constructed their own format which they call Frame. 
A Frame consists of a three-by-three rotation matrix, called base, and a point in 
three dimensional space, the origin. Thus it can be handled the same way as the 
traditional transformation matrix except it is not possible to use scaling. 

In order to use the Meqon system no scaling is allowed in any part of the program. 
If a transformation matrix does not include scaling it is possible to extract the 
rotation part of the transformation. The rotation part is exactly the equivalent to 
the base, and the point in the Meqon system corresponds to three positions of 
the transformation matrix. To do the inverse thing, to create a transformation 
matrix from a Frame, two transformation matrices are constructed. One matrix 
contains a translation and the other one a rotation. These are multiplied to get 
the total transformation matrix. 

4.4.2.  Inserting rigid bodies into the engine

The PSRigidBody node inherits its functionality from the Transform node 
because the transformation matrix needs to be utilised. The matrix is used both 
when the rigid body is inserted into the engine and when the body has been 
transformed due to simulation. When the rigid body shall be inserted into the 
engine it is possible to get the current accumulated.transformation by a field 
called accumulatedForward. It returns a four-by-four transformation matrix 
and is a unit matrix by default. However the field is not updated until the scene 
graph has been traversed. In order to insert a rigid body with the accumulated 
transform it is thus not possible to do so in the initialise function, which would 
be the natural choice, but in the traverseSG function. To avoid that the body 
gets inserted over and over again some mechanism has to be created to prevent 
this. A simple counter in the bindable node PhysicSimulator ticks every time 
it gets traversed. With the aid of a simple if-statement it is possible to check if 
this counter is equal to one. If the statement returns true the rigid bodies can be 
created. Note: this way of inserting objects using a counter was later depreciated 
(see section 4.4.4.), but is the only possible alternative if you want to be able to 
use a hierarchical structure.
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4.4.3.  Extracting position of rigid body from simulation

Once it became possible to insert the rigid bodies into the engine, extracting the 
simulated positions became a hardship. The basic idea is to let the Meqon engine 
decide the transformation of a rigid body and use that information in the scene 
graph. To extract this information from the engine is not very difficult. Simply use 
the find function of the engine and search for an item with a certain name and then 
query for its frame. However, setting this information in the corresponding field 
of the scene graph proved more difficult. If the simulated transformation matrix is 
simply written into to the corresponding field it means that this transformation is 
added to the already existing transformation, producing an incorrect result. Both 
the simulated transformation matrix and the inverse accumulated transformation 
matrix need to be added, making the accumulated transformation and the inverse 
accumulated transformation cancel out each other. However, letting the matrices 
cancel out each other introduced a new problem...

4.4.4.  Hierarchical structure goes flat

Up to now it is possible to insert objects into the engine with an accumulated 
transformation matrix. A somewhat questionable but working solution has been 
introduced to solve the problem of retrieving the accumulated transformation 
matrices by the use of a counter. The simulated transformations can be accessed 
and set correctly in their corresponding fields. This last statement is only partially 
true. The simulated transformations will only be correct in relation to the initial 
viewpoint. If the camera capturing the viewpoint moves, the static objects and 
background will follow the movement of the camera while the simulated objects 
do not care for the transformation of the camera. This is because in H3D the 
movement of the camera is a transformation applied to the root of the scene 
graph. Since we cancel out the accumulated transformation matrix with its inverse 
we also exclude the transformation applied by the movement of the camera. 

The solution to this problem is to introduce a flat scene graph. In other words, 
the items and constraints that will be used in the simulation, the rigid bodies, 
elements and joints etc. do not care for any prior transformations, only the 
transformation applied directly to the individual item. To achieve this, the 
accumulated transformation matrix is never used. 

As a positive side effect there is no longer a need to initialise the items when 
the scene graph is being traversed. They can now be inserted into the engine in 
the initialize function as would be the most natural choice. The counter in the 
PhysicSimulator class becomes obsolete and is removed.
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5.  Physics Simulated Haptic Tool Kit
This section of the thesis will act as a description of the program as well as a 
manual. Each node and its functionality will be described in full and examples 
of notation in X3D for each section will be given. Physics.Simulated.Haptic.Tool.
Kit is abbreviated to PSHTK.

5.1.  Specifying the use of PSHTK

Every scene is set up in the X3D format as described in previous sections. To be 
able to use the Physics Simulated Haptic Tool Kit it is necessary to let the main 
program know that it exists and where to look for it. This is done first of all in 
the X3D file:

The <scene> tag starts and closes the scene. The ImportLibrary tag specifies 
that an external library will be used and the library attribute specifies the 
path and name of the library to use. In this case the relative search path for the 
debug version of the library is used. Finally the optional DEF attribute gives the 
corresponding node a unique name. 

Once the library is defined it is possible to use all of the nodes and other 
functionality that it contains. It is possible to use several different external 
libraries at the same time. 

<scene>
	 <ImportLibrary
	 	 	 library=’../bin/vc7/debug/PSHTK.dll’	
	 	 	 DEF=’Physics	Simulated	Haptic	Tool	Kit’/>
	 …
</scene>

X3D snippet 1:.Code.demonstrating.the.use.of.the.tool.kit.as.a.DLL.

5.2.  Engine nodes

The following nodes are used to initialize the Meqon physics engine and give 
the possibility to set a number of parameters and customize the simulation. 
The nodes available are PhysicSimulator, PSRigidBodyModule and 
PSSolver. They have the following corresponding items in the Meqon engine: 
Engine, RigidBodyModule and NewtoniqSolver, respectively. All three items 
are necessary for rigid body simulation and have to be initialised while the 
PSRigidBodyModule and PSSolver nodes are optional. Note the difference 
between item and node. This makes it impossible to let these nodes initialise their 
respective item. Instead the initialisation of the engine, rigid.body.module and 
solver is done in the initialise function of the PhysicSimulator node. This 
function then make a call to the initialise function of its children. If they exist the 
children set the values provided for their respective item. Otherwise the items 
are left with their default values. 
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When the Meqon system is set up the solver has to be created and all its initial 
values set before the rigid body module is created. The order in which the items 
is created are crucial in the Meqon system. This is handled in the initialisation 
function of the PhysicSimulator node. The user does not have to consider 
this when setting up the scene in the X3D format and can place the children of 
the PhysicSimulator node in any order. 

5.2.1.  PhysicSimulator node

The PhysicSimulator node is essential for simulation and there may only 
be one node of this type defined in the X3D file. The reason for this is that it 
initializes the engine when the node is created and tells the engine to simulate 
one time step every time the traverse of the scene graph passes. 

The attributes of this node are gravity, enableInteractionLayer and 
disableInteractionLayer . All attributes are optional and used as 
initialisation values only.

The gravity attribute more or less speaks for it self. You define the strength and 
direction of the gravity in the scene. The field is a single field and is in the Vec3f 
format where you set the x, y and z component respectively. I.e. gravity=’0.0	
-10.0	0.0’ is the default value and roughly corresponds to the gravity of the 
earth (9.8 m/s2) with the force directed downwards, that is along the negative 
y-axis. 

The enableInteractionLayer and disableInteractionLayer attributes 
let you specify if you want to enable or disable interaction between layers. Both 
fields are multiple fields and pairs of integers should be given, i.e. enableInte
ractionLayer=’1	2’ would enable interaction between layer one and layer 
two. The default setting for layer interaction is that only interaction between 
objects in the same layer is allowed. There are a total of 32 layers.

The PhysicSimulator node can have one PSRigidBody and one PSSolver 
as children. 

<PhysicSimulator
	 	 DEF=’Meqon	Physics	Simulator’
	 	 gravity=’0.0	-9.8	0.0’
	 	 enableInteractionLayer=’1	1’
	 	 …
	 	 enableInteractionLayer=’32	32’
	 	 disableInteractionLayer=’1	2’
	 	 …
	 	 disableInteractionLayer=’1	32’>
	 <PSRigidBodyModule	…/>
	 <PSSolver	…/>
</PhysicSimulator>

X3D snippet 2: Code.demonstrating.the.use.of.PhysicSimulator.node.and.its.
attributes.
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5.2.2.  PSRigidBodyModule

This node is used to set the properties of the rigid body module. There may 
only be one of node of this type and the entire node is for customising purposes 
only and may be omitted completely if there is no need for advanced settings. 
The settings handle the general conditions of collisions, damping of velocity 
and deactivation of rigid bodies. It may sometimes be crucial to be able to 
set the deactivation threshold. This may be important when dealing with very 
processing intense scenes. Increasing the deactivation threshold may constitute 
the difference between being able possible to simulate the scene or not. As with 
the PhysicSimulator node all attributes are optional and used as initialisation 
values only.

The attributes of this node are collisionEpsilon, linearDamping, 
angularDamping, deactivationThreshold and deactivationTimer.

The collision epsilon is a small distance between two objects where they are 
defined to be in contact with each other. The default value is 0.02 meters. If 
large time steps are used in the simulation setting a larger collision epsilon may 
increase the stability.

The damping factors are used to simulate drag forces and to enhance the stability 
of the simulation. Default value of both linearDamping and angularDamping 
is 0.1 which means that ten percent of the velocity is lost every second. The 
factors are time step independent.

Finally the deactivation variables are used to deactivate objects. These are 
important features to set if you have large scenes where it is important to only 
simulate active objects to save processing power. The deactivationThreshold 
is mass independent. It is the total kinetic energy of the body divided by its 
mass. An object becomes deactivated if its mass normalised kinetic energy is 
less than its deactivationThreshold for the amount of time specified by 
the deactivationTimer variable. The default values are 0.05 (m/s)2 and 
0.5 seconds for deactivationThreshold and deactivationTimer, 
respectively. 

The PSRigidBodyModule node must be a child of the PhysicSimulator 
node.

<PhysicSimulator	…>
	 <PSRigidBodyModule
	 	 	 DEF=’Rigid	Body	Module’
	 	 	 collisionEpsilon=’0.02’
	 	 	 linearDamping=’0.1’
	 	 	 angularDamping=’0.1’
	 	 	 deactivationThreshold=’0.05’
	 	 	 deactivationTimer=’0.5’/>
</PhysicSimulator>

X3D snippet 3: Code.demonstrating.the.use.of.PSRigidBodyModule.node.and.its.
attributes.
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5.2.3.  PSSolver

As with all engine nodes this node is for customising purposes only. There may 
only be one node of this type and it may be omitted entirely. It is used to set the 
initial values of the solver. The solver is the mathematical core of the rigid body 
module and solves a large system of constraints on the rigid bodies. Parameters 
that determine how the system of constraints is solved can be given. 

The attributes of this node are frictionModel, constraintTolerance, 
errorReduction and maxIterations.

The frictionModel attribute has four different possible values. They are None, 
Fast, Simple and Complex. Each value represents a different model to compute 
the friction. The default model is Fast, optimised for interactive applications 
where performance and stability are important. Simple is often enough for not 
very advanced applications and Complex produces a very realistic result but 
uses 30-50 % more processing power than Fast. If None is selected no model 
will be used. 

constraintTolerance is the maximum acceptable deviation in the solution. 
It is measured in m/s for linear constraints and in rad/s for angular. The default 
value is 0.01 which means that the linear constraints may deviate one centimetre 
per second and the angular 0.01 radians per second from the optimal solution. 

The errorReduction variable determines how aggressively the solver should 
try to reduce errors. Changing this value is a trade-off between accuracy and 
performance. A lower values leads to a more stable simulation but may result in 
joint errors and penetrations. The default value is 20.

Finally the maxIterations attribute tells how many times the solver should try 
to solve a single problem. If all constraints are within tolerated limits the solver 
will move on to the next problem even if not the maximum number of iterations 
is reached. The default value for maxIterations is 20.

The PSSolver node must be a child of the PhysicSimulator node.

<PhysicSimulator	…>
	 <PSSolver
	 	 	 DEF=’Newtoniq	Solver’
	 	 	 frictionModel=’Fast’
	 	 	 constraintTolerance=’0.01’
	 	 	 errorReduction=’20’
	 	 	 maxIterations=’20’/>
</PhysicSimulator>

X3D snippet 4: Code.demonstrating.the.use.of.PSSolver.node.and.its.attributes.
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Node	name Attribute	name Arithmetic	
type

PhysicSimulator gravity Vec3f
PhysicSimulator enableInteractionLayer Vec2d*1

PhysicSimulator disableInteractionLayer Vec2d*1

PSRigidBodyModule collisionEpsilon Float
PSRigidBodyModule linearDamping Float
PSRigidBodyModule angularDamping Float
PSRigidBodyModule deactivationThreshold Float
PSRigidBodyModule deactivationTimer Float
PSSolver frictionModel Enum*2

PSSolver constraintTolerance Float
PSSolver errorReduction Integer
PSSolver maxIterations Integer
*1 Use pairs of Int32 
*2 Possible values are: Fast, Simple, Complex or None.
Comment: All engine attributes have the access 
type INITIALIZE_ONLY and are single fields except 
enableInteractionLayer and enableInteractionLayer

Table 1: Table.with.all.attributes.of.the.engine.nodes.

5.3.  Geometry nodes

All geometry nodes are used to create, insert and simulate rigid bodies in the 
Meqon engine. Each rigid body must have one or more elements. One material 
with frictional properties and one appearance may be specified for the entire 
rigid body. It is possible to specify a material and an appearance for an individual 
element which will override the respective property specified for the rigid body. 
Each element must in turn have one and only one geometry. If a rigid body shall 
be simulated it needs to have a mass and inertia tensor. 

5.3.1.  PSRigidBody

Each object that is supposed to be included in the simulation has to be set up as a 
PSRigidBody. This node is used to decide the transformation of the rigid body. 
Both the initial transform given by the user and also the transform are continually 
returned by the simulation. The initial transform is given as a translation and a 
rotation. Note: Only this transform, of the PSRigidBody node, will be used 
when initialising the rigid body in the engine.  

PSRigidBody may have a PSMaterial and an Appearance node as children. 
It must have one or more PSElement node as children. 

Any rigid body whose linear and angular velocities shall be simulated needs a 
mass and an inertia tensor. These properties are set in the corresponding attributes 
mass and inertiaTensor. A rigid body can be part of the simulation as a static 
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object if its mass is set to zero. It is also possible to simulate only the linear 
movement, assuming an infinite inertia tensor, of a rigid body. To do this the mass 
has to be larger than zero and the inertia tensor is omitted or set to zero. 

The mass of a rigid body is given in kilograms. It must be equal to or larger than 
zero. If the mass attribute is omitted or equal to zero the body is assumed to be 
static. 

The inertia tensor of a rigid body comes in three flavours: infinite, spherical 
or automatically computed. To get an infinite inertia tensor of a rigid body the 
inertiaTensor attribute is omitted or set to zero. The spherical inertia tensor 
is assumed if the attribute is larger than zero. Finally, the inertia tensor can be 
computed automatically if the attribute is given the value of minus one. The 
computation is an approximation based on the bounding boxes of the elements 
of the rigid body.

The frictional properties of the surfaces of an element are set in the PSMaterial 
node. It is possible to create a common material for all elements in the same rigid 
body. It is also possible to create a special material for an individual element that 
will override the common material. Finally it is possible not to have a common 
material but instead an individual material for each element. An element must 
have a material, common or individual. If not, it will not be inserted into the 
engine and not simulated. 

The setup is similar for the appearance of the rigid body to the setup of the 
frictional material. All elements may have a common Appearance node and each 
element may have an Appearance node of its own that overrides any common 
node. However, an element can be inserted into the engine and simulated even 
though it does not have an Appearance node.

Finally the PSRigidBody must have one or more PSElement as children. Each 
element has exactly one geometry. Hence any number of elements can build up 
a rigid body of arbitrary shape.

This node may have all children and attributes, in addition to those just 
mentioned, as the Transform node since it inherits all its functionality from that 
node. However the only attributes of any real use are the transformation attributes 
translation and rotation. Scale must not and can not be used because 
of limitations in the physics simulation discussed earlier. The transformation 
attributes determine the initial position and rotation of the rigid body in the 
simulation. The usual behaviour of a scene graph is that nodes inherit all their    
ancestors’ accumulated transformation. However the transformation of the 
rigid body used as the initial value in the simulation does not. It uses solely the 
transformation given by the attributes in this node. 
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<PSRigidBody	
	 	 DEF=’Rigid	Body’
	 	 translation=’0	2	0’
	 	 rotation=’1	0	0	0.13’
	 	 mass=’10’
	 	 inertiaTensor=’-1’>
	 <Appearance	…>
	 	 <Material…/>
	 	 …
	 </Appearance>
	 <PSMaterial	…/>
	 <PSElement	…>
	 	 <Geometry	node/>
	 </PSElement>
</PSRigidBody>

X3D snippet 5: Code.demonstrating.the.use.of.the.PSRigidBody.node.and.it.
attributes.

5.3.2.  PSElement

The function of this node is to create and insert an element into a rigid body. The 
node must have one geometry node and may have one hapticGeometry node 
as a child. Depending on the type of geometry different elements will be created 
in the engine. I.e. if the geometry is a box then a box element will be created in 
the engine, a sphere geometry creates a sphere element etc. The geometry node 
is used to produce a graphical and a haptic representation of the element. Since 
it is possible to have different geometry to be rendered haptically and graphically 
one of these geometry has to be chosen for the simulation. It is the graphical 
geometry that used in the simulation. 

A PSElement node must be a child of a PSRigidBody node. A rigid body 
may consist of one or more elements. Hence this node may have any number of 
siblings of the same type. To avoid that all elements are created in the origin of 
the rigid body it is possible to transform each element. As with the PSRigidBody 
node the transform consists of a translation and a rotation and the transformation 
has its starting point in the origin of its parental rigid body. 

Every element may have its own frictional properties of its surface and 
appearance or inherit these properties from its parent. If a PSElement node 
inherits either or both properties from its parent a route is set up by the parent 
from the parent field to the equivalent field of the child upon initialization of the 
parent. Hence a PSElement node always has a PSMaterial and an Appearance 
node as children, with values routed from the parent node or not. It is also at 
that time, when the PSRigidBody node is initialised, the parent node calls for 
the initialise function of all its children of type PSElement. This procedure 
deviates once again from the order in which to initialise nodes in a scene graph. 
The reason for this is the order in which the items have to be created and inserted 
into the physics engine. 
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A PSElement node may have any attribute of the Transform node since it 
inherits all its functionality from the transform class. As with the PSRigidBody 
node, the only attributes of real interest are translation and rotation. 
Scaling is not allowed. In addition to these attributes a node of this type may 
have the layer attribute. This attribute is a vector of integers that can be up to 
32 elements long; allowed values are 1 through 32, once each. By specifying a 
layer the element becomes a part of that layer. The rules for how elements from 
the different layers interact with each other are set up in the PhysicSimulator 
node. 

A Transform node can usually not have Geometry nodes as children, only 
as grand children. Therefore the PSElement node should not be able to have 
a Geometry node as a child either. To solve this problem a Shape node is 
created in the constructor of the PSElement class. The Shape node is added 
as a child to the PSElement node. The PSElement node has fields containing 
Appearance, Geometry and hapticGeometry nodes. These values of these 
fields, i.e. the nodes, are routed to their corresponding fields of the Shape node. 
Thus they produce the appearance of a node possessing both transform and shape 
functionality. 

<PSRigidBody	…>
	 <PSMaterial	…/>
	 <Appearance	…/>
	 <PSElement	DEF=’Element01’
	 	 	 translation=’-1	2	0.5’
	 	 	 rotation=’0.3	1.1	0	1’
	 	 	 layer=’1	2	5’>
	 	 <PSMaterial	…/>
	 	 <Appearance	…/>
	 	 <Box	…/>
	 </PSElement>
	 …
	 <PSElement	DEF=’Element_N’>
	 	 <Sphere	…/>
	 </PSElement>
</PSRigidBody>

X3D snippet 6: Code.demonstrating. the.use.of. the.PSElement.node.and. it.
attributes.

5.3.3.  PSMaterial

The purpose of this node is to create materials with frictional properties to be 
inserted in the engine and used during simulation. The node is always used as a 
child to a PSElement node but may be created as a child to either a PSElement 
node or a PSRigidBody node. If the latter is the case and an element of that rigid 
body does not have a material, the material of the rigid body will be used. 
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This node can not have any children. Its attributes are nominalStaticFriction, 
nominalDynamicFriction and nominalRestitution. The values of 
the friction variables usually lie in the range between 0 and 1. However under 
special conditions this may not be applicable. The nominalStaticFriction 
attribute specifies how hard it is to get an object moving and the 
nominalDynamicFriction attribute determines how hard it is to keep an 
object sliding. The nominalRestitution attribute determines how much of 
the kinetic energy of an element is kept after a collision. If the attribute is set to 
zero no kinetic energy will be kept and if the attribute is set to one all kinetic 
energy will be kept. This can be compared to the bounciness of an object. If it 
keeps all its kinetic energy it will never stop bouncing. If no kinetic energy is 
kept the object will not bounce at all. 

The comparison in the last paragraph reveals only half the truth. The frictional 
properties only come into play when two object are in contact with each other, 
thus when two materials are in contact. The frictional values are the multiplication 
of the nominal values and the restitution is the addition of the nominal values of 
the two materials currently in play. 

Property Material	A Material	B Result
nominalStatic-
Friction

0,9 0,8 0,72 (=0,9 * 0,8)

nominalDynamic-
Friction

0,7 0,5 0,35 (=0,7 * 0,5)

nominal-
Restitution

0,1 0,15 0,25 (=0,1 + 0,15)

Table 2: Demonstrating.the.calculation.of.the.total.material.properties.

<PSRigidBody	…>
		<PSMaterial
				nominalStaticFriction=’0.9’
				nominalDynamicFriction=’0.7’
				nominalRetitution=’0.1’/>
	 …
</PSRigidBody>
<PSElement	…>
		<PSMaterial
				nominalStaticFriction=’0.9’
				nominalDynamicFriction=’0.7’
				nominalRetitution=’0.1’/>
	 …
</PSElement>

X3D snippet 7: Code.demonstrating. the.use.of. the.PSMaterial.node.and.it.
attributes.
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Node	name Attribute	name Arithmetic	type
PSRigidBody translation Vec3f
PSRigidBody rotation Vec4f
PSRigidBody inertiaTensor Float
PSRigidBody mass Float
PSElement layer Int32*1

PSElement translation Vec3f
PSElement rotation Vec4f
PSMaterial nominalStaticRestitution Float*2

PSMaterial nominalDynamicRestitution Float*2

PSMaterial nominalRestiturion Float*2

*1 Allowed values: 1, 2, … 32 
*2 Range: 0.0 – 1.0
Comment: All geometry attributes have the access type 
INITIALIZE_ONLY and are single fields except layer

Table 3: Table.with.all.attributes.of.the.geometry.nodes.

5.4.  Constraint nodes

To be able to create and simulate the movement of rigid bodies is all very nice. 
But if you can not limit the movement of some bodies or constrain the movement 
of how two bodies move in relation to each other the scope of this type of 
simulation diminishes. This is where constraints come into play. There are four 
different types of constraints: joints, limits, motors and spring-dampers. The 
joints connect two bodies and limit the movement of these in various degrees of 
freedom (DOF). I.e. a ball joint connects two bodies but allows six DOF while 
a prismatic joint only allows one. Even though the use of different joints may 
connect two bodies and limit the DOF there is sometimes a need for limiting 
the movement in the DOF allowed. This is when limit constraints are used. 
Motors continuously add force to joints and spring-dampers works as a spring 
and an aligned damper. It is possible to use any number of constraints at once. 
This is one of the strengths of the Meqon system. Other physics simulators may 
become unstable if too many constraints are used, resulting in an over determined 
system. 

A PSConstraint tag must be located after two PSRigidBody tags involved in the 
X3D file. This restriction is yet again a result of considerations that have to be taken 
into account for the physics engine. Both bodies must exist before the joint they are to 
be used in is created. In a strict scene graph structure such a limitation would never be 
allowed but in this case such a limit is necessary. A suggestion is to place all constraints 
at the end of the X3D file. 
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Figure 7:.The.scene.graph.structure.of.the.constraint.nodes.and.all.attributes..PSJoint,.
PSLimit,.PSMotor.and.PSSpringDamper.must.all.be.children.of.PSConstraint.
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5.4.1.  PSJoint

Joints limit the movement of how two rigid bodies can move in relation to each 
other. There are different types of joints that allow different types of movement. 
There is no restriction of how many joints a rigid body may be attached to but a 
joint is always set up between two rigid bodies. A joint is a persistent interaction 
but may be set up so that it breaks at a certain level of stress. By combining 
several different joints and bodies it is possible to create highly complex and 
articulated bodies.

The type attribute of the PSJoint  node specifies which type of joint to 
use. type may have any of six different values: Ball, Hinge, Fixed, 
FixedOrientation, Sliding and Prismatic. A ball joint allows a body 
to rotate freely around another. Hinge joints allow free rotation around an axis. 
Fixed joints do not allow any relative movement. Two bodies connected with a 
fixed orientation joint always face the same way but may move independently. 
Sliding and prismatic joints allows free movement along a given axis. In sliding 
joint rotation around that axis is also allowed. To get an even closer description 
of the joints the reader is referred to the manual of the Meqon engine. 

A PSJoint node must always be a child of a PSConstraint node and all 
points and vectors are considered to be in global coordinates. The names of the 
bodies in use are to be provided as attributes values of the attributes body1 and 
body2. These considerations apply to all constraint nodes. In addition to these 
attributes various values have to be specified depending on the type of joint. It 
is also possible to specify if the two bodies should interact with each other or 
not with the boolean attribute blockInteraction. If no break threshold is 
provided a joint is assumed unable to break.

A Ball joint connects two bodies and let them rotate freely around a given point. 
Thus the point attribute must be provided. An optional break threshold may be 
set with the breakThreshold attribute.

A Hinge joint lets two bodies rotate freely around a point and a direction. Thus 
the point and direction attributes must be provided. Both linear and angular 
break thresholds may be provided with the linearBreakThreshold and 
angularBreakThreshold attributes.

Fixed joints allow no movement but may break both by linear and angular 
stress. The corresponding attributes specifies those values. In order to compute 
the level of stress a point of connection is necessary. 

FixedOrientation joints allow independent linear movement but the rotation 
is the same for both objects. Since there is no restriction on the movement no 
connecting point or direction has to be provided. However this joint may also be 
broken and the threshold is given by the breakThreshold attribute.
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Two objects connected by a Sliding or Prismatic joint may move freely 
along a direction. If it is a sliding joint the objects may rotate independently 
around the same direction. Thus that direction must be provided. Both joint types 
may break due to angular or linear stress. 

Figure 8: The.different.types.of.joints..From.left.to.right:.ball,.hinge,.fixed,.fixed.
orientation,.sliding.and.prismatic..(All.illustrations.from.[11].)

<PSConstraint>
	 <PSJoint	DEF=’FixedOrientationExample’
	 	 	 body1=’RigidBody01’
	 	 	 body2=’RigidBody02’
	 	 	 type=’FixedOrientation’
	 	 	 breakThreshold=’50’/>

	 <PSJoint	DEF=’HingeJointExample’
	 	 	 body1=’RigidBody01’
	 	 	 body2=’RigidBody02’
	 	 	 type=’Hinge’
	 	 	 point’0	2	0’
	 	 	 direction=’0	0	1’
	 	 	 linearBreakThreshold=’50’
	 	 	 angularBreakThreshold=’20’/>
</PSConstraint>

X3D snippet 8: Code.demonstrating.the.use.of.the.PSJoint.node.and.it.attributes..
RigidBody01 and RigidBody02 are assumed to be previously defined.

5.4.2.  PSLimit

The movement in joints sometimes need to be limited. Two bodies in a sliding 
joint should maybe not be able to slide apart to infinity, only as far as they still 
are in contact. This is achieved by the use of limits. Limits are meant to be used 
in conjunction with joints. There are two different kinds of limits: linear and 
angular. Limits may break at a certain level of stress. 

In order to get the linear limit to work one point for each body is needed and 
also a limit of how far those points may be separated before the limit comes into 
effect. 

The angular limit needs a direction for each body and an angel in radians, or 
limit, how far these two directions may be turned from each other before the 
limit comes into effect.
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Figure 9:.Linear.and.angular.limit..(Illustrations.from.[11].)

<PSConstraint>
	 <PSLimit	DEF=’Linear	limit’
	 	 body1=’RigidBody01’
	 	 body2=’RigidBody02’
	 	 type=’Linear’
	 	 point1=’0	1	0’
	 	 point2=’0	0	0’
	 	 limit=’4.0’/>
</PSConstraint>

<PSConstraint>
	 <PSLimit	DEF=’Angular	limit’
	 	 body1=’RigidBody01’
	 	 body2=’RigidBody02’
	 	 type=’Angular’
	 	 direction1=’1	0	0’
	 	 direction2=’0	0	1’
	 	 limit=’0.2’/>
</PSConstraint>

X3D snippet 9: Code.demonstrating.the.use.of.the.PSLimit.node.and.it.attributes..The.
top.is.a.linear.limit.and.the.lower.is.an.angular.limit..RigidBody01.and.RigidBody02.
are assumed to be previously defined.

5.4.3.  PSMotor

This type of constraint adds force to an already consisting joint. A motor can 
either produce linear or angular force. As with all constraints a motor needs to 
know which bodies are involved. It also needs to know the speed it should try to 
maintain and the maximum amount of force it can apply to maintain the desired 
speed and along which direction the force should be applied.

A linear motor tries to keep the relative linear velocity between two bodies 
constant along a given direction by applying a certain force. 
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An angular motor works the same way as its linear equivalent with the difference 
that it will try to keep the relative angular speed constant around the provided 
direction instead of along it.

<PSConstraint>
	 <PSMotor	DEF=’Linear	motor’
	 	 body1=’RigidBody01’
	 	 body2=’RigidBody02’
	 	 type=’Linear’
	 	 direction=’0	0	1’
	 	 velocity=’4.0’
	 	 maxForce=’90’/>
</PSConstraint>
<PSConstraint>
	 <PSMotor	DEF=’Angular	motor’
	 	 body1=’RigidBody01’
	 	 body2=’RigidBody02’
	 	 type=’Angular’
	 	 direction=’0	0	1’
	 	 velocity=’4.0’
	 	 maxForce=’90’/>
</PSConstraint>

X3D snippet 10: Code.demonstrating.the.use.of.the.PSMotor.node.and.it.attributes..
The.top.is.a.linear.motor.and.the.lower.is.an.angular.motor..RigidBody01.and.
RigidBody02 are assumed to be previously defined.

5.4.4.  PSSpringDamper

The final constraint is the PSSpringDamper node. This is not a physical joint  
but is implemented as such and applies force and torques on bodies. Traditionally 
this type of constraint creates instability in a system and Meqon has solved this 
problem by creating a special mode. In the Meqon engine there are two modes; 
fast and safe. Safe is the recommended and default mode. During simulation the 
constraint can never become unstable if safe mode is used. Fast mode can do so 
if large spring coefficients are used. 

A spring-damper is a spring and a damper set up parallel to each other. The most 
commonly known area of use in the real world is as shock absorbers for vehicles. 
The spring constant k and the damper constant d define how strong the spring is 
and how much damping the damper will apply to the movement. These values are 
set as attributes as usual. Other attributes needed for this constraint are the type 
and restLength. Depending on if the type is linear or angular two points 
or angles are also needed. Additionally it is possible to set a breakLength if it 
is a linear spring-damper or breakAngle if it is an angular ditto. And finally, as 
mentioned, it is possible to set the mode. 

The restLength is the desired length. The break values are limits of how far 
a linear spring damper can be extended and an angular spring damper can be 
twisted before it breaks. 
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Figure 10: Illustration.of.a.linear.and.an.angular.spring-damper..(Illustrations.from.
[11].)

<PSConstraint>
	 <PSSpringDamper	
	 	 DEF=’Linear	S-D’
	 	 body1=’RigidBody01’
	 	 body2=’RigidBody02’
	 	 type=’Linear’
	 	 k=’15.3’
	 	 d=’10.0’
	 	 point1=’0	1	0’
	 	 point2=’0	1	0’
	 	 restLength=’9’
	 	 breakLength=’15’
	 	 mode=’Fast’/>
</PSConstraint>	

<PSConstraint>
	 <PSSpringDamper	
	 	 DEF=’Angular	S-D’
	 	 body1=’RigidBody01’
	 	 body2=’RigidBody02’
	 	 type=’Angular’
	 	 k=’15.3’
	 	 d=’10.0’
	 	 direction1=’0	0	1’
	 	 direction2=’0	0	-1’
	 	 breakAngle=’1.8’
	 	 mode=’Safe’/>
</PSConstraint>

X3D snippet 11: Code.demonstrating.the.use.of.the.PSMotor.node.and.it.attributes..
The.top.is.a.linear.motor.and.the.bottom.is.an.angular.motor..RigidBody01.and.
RigidBody02 are assumed to be previously defined.
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Node	name Attribute	name Arithmetic	type
PSJoint type Enum*1

PSJoint point Vec3f
PSJoint direction Vec3f
PSJoint linearBreakThreshold Float
PSJoint angularBreakThreshold Float
PSJoint breakThreshold Float
PSJoint blockInteraction Bool
PSLimit type Enum*2

PSLimit point1 Vec3f
PSLimit point2 Vec3f
PSLimit direction1 Vec3f
PSLimit direction2 Vec3f
PSLimit breakThreshold Float
PSLimit limit Float
PSMotor type Enum*2

PSMotor direction Vec3f
PSMotor velocity Float
PSMotor maxForce Float
PSSpringDamper point1 Vec3f
PSSpringDamper point2 Vec3f
PSSpringDamper direction1 Vec3f
PSSpringDamper direction2 Vec3f
PSSpringDamper k Float
PSSpringDamper d Float
PSSpringDamper restLength Float
PSSpringDamper breakLength Float
PSSpringDamper breakAngle Float
PSSpringDamper mode Enum*3

PSSpringDamper type Enum*2

*1 Possible values: Ball, Hinge, Fixed, FixedOrientation, 
Sliding, Prismatic
*2 Possible values: Linear, Angular
*3 Possible values: Safe, Fast
Comment: All constraint attributes are single fields and 
the access type is INITIALIZE_ONLY

Table 4: Table.with.all.attributes.of.the.constraint.nodes.

5.5.  Probe node

The final type of node is the probe node. It is responsible for creating the forces 
that will be rendered haptically and controlling the position and velocity of the 
probe. The probe is the actual device that the user grip with his hand. It has a 
virtual equivalent positioned at the same place as the tip of the device. From 
the virtual probe there is a spring connected to a proxy. The proxy is what you 
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actually see and is also the body with which you interact with the simulated 
environment. 

A PSProbe node is similar to a PSRigidBody node, with some additions. It  
must have the mass and an inertiaTensor	attributes specified and one or 
more PSElement nodes. When the PSProbe node is created a corresponding 
rigid body is inserted into the physics engine. This is the proxy object. In addition 
to the proxy a probe object is created. The probe object is a rigid body that has 
no elements and its mass and inertia tensor is always 100 times as large as the 
proxy’s. Since the probe object does not have any elements it can not interact 
with other rigid bodies. The position, rotation and velocity of the probe are set to 
be exactly the same as the haptic device at every traversal of the scene graph. It 
is thereby possible to control the probe explicitly. To be able to control the proxy 
which in turn can interact with other bodies a spring-damper is inserted between 
the probe and the proxy. Because the probe object has a mass and inertia tensor 
much larger than the proxy, the position and rotation of the proxy will always be 
affected more by the probe than vice versa. 

The probe and proxy objects are connected through two spring-dampers, one 
linear and one angular (Actually there are three angular spring-dampers, each 
working in a different plane: the XY-, XZ- and YZ-plane, but can be considered 
as a single constraint). The coefficients of the spring-dampers can be specified in 
the following attributes: linearK, linearD, angularK and angularD for the 
linear and angular spring coefficient and damping coefficient, respectively.

Figure 11:.Figure.illustrating.the.relationship.between.the.probe.and.the.proxy.object..
The.Proxy.consists.of.two.box.elements.and.the.Probe.object.lacks.elements..They.are.
connected.through.a.spring-damper.and.are.separated.by.some.distance.because.the.
Proxy.object.is.affected.by.another.object.in.the.scene..The.distance.vector.is.the.same.
as.the.force.vector.times.the.springScaleConstant.

The returning force vector that is rendered haptically is simply the distance 
vector between the position of the probe and the proxy objects multiplied by 
a constant. The constant is defined as an attribute to the node and is called 
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springScaleConst. By being able to set the springScaleConst it is 
possible to interact and affect objects that are of any weight without destroying 
the not so strong equipment. Care should be taken not to set this constant to be 
too small because very large forces may be sent to the device. Analoguosly, the 
haptically rendered torque vector is the difference in angle between the rotation 
of the probe and the proxy.

A PSProbe node must have one or more elements as children and the mass and 
inertiaTensor attributes defined. The transformation attributes do not apply 
to this type of node because its transformation is set automatically by the haptic 
device. 

The probe is by default not affected by the global gravity in the scene. It is 
sometimes desirable to have a force constantly affecting the proxy, simulating 
gravity for instance. This force is set with the force attribute. 

<DeviceInfo>
	 <HLHapticsDevice
	 	 DEF=”HDEV”
	 	 positionCalibration=
	 	 	 ”0.00214	0.000323	2.15e-006	-0.0229
	 	 	 -9.78e-005	0.00150	-0.00163	-0.0400
	 	 		 0.000152	0.00182	0.00183	-0.0388
	 	 	 0	0	0	1”
	 	 orientationCalibration=
	 	 	 ”-0.996132	-0.0305796	0.082374	5.46094”	/>
</DeviceInfo>
<Transform	DEF=’Trans’>
	 <Inline	url=”probe.x3d”/>
</Transform>

X3D snippet 12: Code.demonstrating.how.to.set.up.a.haptic.device.and.inline.another.
.X3D file containing the actual probe.

<PSProbe	DEF=’Probe’
	 linearK=’500’
	 linearD=’100’
	 angularK=’500’
	 angularD=’100’
	 springScaleConst=’10’
	 mass=’1.0’
	 inertiaTensor=’-1’>
	 <Appearance	...>
	 	 <Material	.../>
	 </Appearance>
	 <PSMaterial	.../>
	 <PSElement>
	 	 <Geometry	.../>
	 </PSElement>
</PSProbe>

X3D snippet 13: Code.demonstrating.the.use.of.the.PSProbe.node.and.it.attributes.
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Node	name Attribute	name Arithmetic	type
PSProbe linearK Float
PSProbe linearD Float
PSProbe angularK Float
PSProbe angularD Float
PSProbe springScaleConst Float
PSProbe mass Float
PSProbe inertiaTensor Float
Comment: All probe attributes are single fields and the 
access type is INITIALIZE_ONLY

Table 5: Table.with.all.attributes.of.the.probe.node.

Figure 12: A complete scene graph with full specification of all engine nodes, a rigid 
body.with.several.elements.(two.demonstrated)..Common.Appearance.and.PSMaterial.
nodes are specified for the rigid body and routed to all.elements.lacking.those.property.
nodes. The common properties are overridden in the last element by locally specified 
properties.
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6.  Final discussion

6.1.  Problems

Throughout this thesis project there have been numerous problems. But problems 
are there to be solved. A continuously troubling circumstance is the fact that 
there has been a large geographical distance between student and supervisor. 
Communication has mainly been accomplished through e-mail. This form of 
conducting communication is slow and it is more often than not difficult to 
express one self in such a way that the receiver understand completely.

6.1.1.  Flat structure

As discussed in section 4.4.4 a problem exist with the use of a hierarchical scene 
graph. When a transformation is applied to the root of the scene graph, as occurs 
when rotating or translating the camera, the inverse accumulated transformation 
cancels out the accumulated transformation. The solution to this problem is to 
use a flat structure where the accumulated transformation is not used. Doing 
this you loose some of the fundamental functions of the scene graph structure. 
A solution would be to create a different loader than H3DLoad that would not 
apply the transformation to the root but somewhere else and to reintroduce the 
initialisation of the objects in the traverseSG function.

6.1.2.  Haptic feedback

The final program does connect the H3D and Meqon systems. However, the 
haptic feedback is not as defined and clear as one might wish. It is assumed that 
this is due to a combination of two things. Firstly, slow update rates and lack of 
synchronisation between the systems. Secondly, the fact that Meqon is a software 
intended for gaming environments where the demands for precision are lower. 
To solve this issue a whole new approach is needed and the two systems must 
be adapted to each other far more and integrated much closer.

6.1.3.  Geometries

It is still only possible to use four different types of geometries. Support for 
more geometries can be added if needed. There is a limitation in which types of 
geometries can actually be converted to an acceptable format since they do not 
support the same types by default.

6.2.  Result

The final result is a working program that fulfils the task of using the Meqon 
physics engine in conjunction with H3D. Since these two software packages 
have not been made with any regard to each other and both are supposed to 
operate under different circumstances the final solution has some issues. The 
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final program is a couple of steps away from being a complete release version. 
It only supports a few geometries and has some issues with handling the haptic 
devices but is still a fully working version. A whole new range of applications 
are possible to be created.

6.3.  Future improvements

6.3.1.  The choice of engine

The most obvious improvement would be to use a physics engine that can be 
expected to survive on the open market. Meqon has already been purchased by 
Ageia and their engine will only be supported as long as there are customers who 
are active. In a near future the new version of Novodex from Ageia will maybe be 
able to perform the same tasks as the Meqon engine. It may then be motivated to 
modify the program to support Novodex. Another thought is to introduce support 
for the Open Dynamics Engine [17], an open source physics engine to create a 
completely open source program. 

6.3.2.  Scene graph structure

Another obvious improvement is to find some way to support a hieracic scene 
graph structure and leave the flat structure. For a long time the ambition was to 
support this feature but at the last minute this had to be given up. This is not really 
an issue of this program but of H3D. Their solution of placing a transformation 
at root level is in my opinion a questionable way of getting around the problem 
of placing cameras freely in the world. 

6.3.3.  Interaction channels

This program is merely able to set up a scene, to simulate interaction with the 
objects in the scene with the probe and to generate a haptic feedback. However, 
there are usually several fields that have more than just initialisation functions 
in a node. An idea would be to introduce fields to which one could route values 
which could be used as forces affecting the current body. 

Another issue to address is the fact that it is still possible to change the visual 
representation of the geometry of the rigid bodies. However, the physical 
representation can not be altered after it has been set. I.e. if you set up a route 
between a continuously growing variable, for instance the time, and the radius 
field of a sphere, where the sphere is part of a rigid body, the visible sphere will 
grow and grow but only the small initial sphere will be simulated. This type of 
behaviour might be worth constraining. 
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6.4  Conclusion

This project has shown that it is possible to connect an API for haptic applications 
with a physics engine. However, as suspected even before this project started, 
the connection between the systems is not as fast as desired and problems still 
remain. Another concern not listed among the remaining problems is how the 
items in the physics simulator are initialised. Customised solutions had to be 
created in order to get the engine up and running - not using a traditional scene 
graph structure as is desirable. If the problems with the initiation process and 
update rates between the systems are resolved many very interesting applications 
may be created. Adding rigid body simulation to H3D vastly enhances the 
functionality of the API. Only the imagination is the limit...
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8.  Appendices

8.1  X3D example

          

Figure 13:.A.simple.scene.with.a.dynamic.blue.ball,.a.dynamic.red.box.and.a.static.
floor. From left to right: Initial state. The dynamic objects are falling. All objects are 
inactive, the dynamic objects are resting on the floor.

<Scene>
 <ImportLibrary DEF=’Physic Simulated Haptic Tool Kit’
   library=’../bin/vc7/debug/PSHTK.dll’/>
 <PhysicSimulator DEF=’Meqon Physics Simulator’>
  <PSRigidBodyModule DEF=’Rigid Body Module’
    collisionEpsilon=’0.001’/>
 </PhysicSimulator>
 <DeviceInfo>
  <HLHapticsDevice DEF=”Haptic Device 0”
    positionCalibration=
     ”0.00214017 0.000323876 2.15005e-006 -0.0229643
     -9.7855e-005 0.00150518 -0.00163361 -0.0400657
     0.000152756 0.00182152 0.00183194 -0.0388995
     0 0 0 1”
    orientationCalibration=
     ”-0.996132 -0.0305796 0.082374 5.46094” />
 </DeviceInfo>
 <Transform>
  <Inline url=”probe.x3d”/>
 </Transform>

 <Background skyColor=’1.0 1.0 1.0’ />

 <PSRigidBody DEF=’RB01’ 
   translation=’-0.1 0.1 -0.1’
   mass=’1.0’
   inertiaTensor=’-1’>
  <Appearance>
   <Material
     diffuseColor=’0.0 0.0 1.0’ 
     ambientIntensity=’1’/>
  </Appearance>
  <PSMaterial
    nominalStaticFriction=’0.8’
    nominalDynamicFriction=’0.5’
    nominalRestitution=’0.2’/>
  <PSElement DEF=’RB01_ELEMENT01’>
   <Sphere radius=’0.07’/>
  </PSElement>
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 </PSRigidBody>

 <PSRigidBody DEF=’RB02’ 
   translation=’0.1 0.1 -0.1’
   mass=’1.0’
   inertiaTensor=’-1’>
  <Appearance>
   <Material
     diffuseColor=’1.0 0.0 0.0’ 
     ambientIntensity=’1’/>
  </Appearance>
  <PSMaterial
    nominalStaticFriction=’0.8’
    nominalDynamicFriction=’0.5’
    nominalRestitution=’0.2’/>
  <PSElement DEF=’RB02_ELEMENT01’>
   <Box size=’0.07 0.07 0.07’/>
  </PSElement>
 </PSRigidBody>

 <PSRigidBody DEF=’RB03’ 
   translation=’0 -0.17 -0.1’>
  <Appearance>
   <Material
     diffuseColor=’0.7 0.7 0.7’ 
     ambientIntensity=’1’/>
  </Appearance>
  <PSMaterial
    nominalStaticFriction=’0.9’
    nominalDynamicFriction=’0.7’
    nominalRestitution=’0.1’/>
  <PSElement DEF=’RB03_ELEMENT01’>
   <Box size=’0.5 0.005 0.5’/>
  </PSElement>
 </PSRigidBody>

</Scene>


